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AIM

Teaching in the 21st century:
getting the most out of your
course book
PETE SHARMA

OVERVIEW

•The course book
•Digital era
•VLEs
•Questions and discussion

• to analyse the role of the course
book in the digital era
• to explore the uses of a VLE

PART ONE: THE COURSE BOOK
• A brief history of course books
• The Big Picture
• Resource book– Visual Grammar

PART ONE
A brief history of course books
The Big Picture

Resource book – Visual Grammar
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THE COURSE BOOK

•Streamline!
•‘Loaded’ dialogues
•Collocation

Material issues
•
•
•
•

Quality
Objective criteria
Timing
Global v local

Task
• Identify a course book you know,
love and use
• Why do you like it?

The Big Picture
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It’s VISUAL
Images…

… engage learners on a personal and affective
level
… stimulate language
… develop critical thinking skills

It’s INTERNATIONAL
Topics and angles…
… offer a broader view of English in today’s
world
… are stimulating and relevant to learners’ lives
… provide global contexts
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It’s about REAL LIVES
Tasks and cultural content….
…. challenge stereotypes
…. present positive, sympathetic role models
… simulate real-life contexts

It’s about REAL LANGUAGE
Grammar: seen as natural, integral part of
language learning.
Vocabulary: core lexis introduced at the start of
each unit. Learners encouraged to develop
personal lexicon.
Pronunciation: fully integrated, international
intelligibility is the aim.

It’s about
LEARNING TO LEARN
Review sections every three units are interactive
and include a Bring it Together page focusing on
language learning strategies.
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Task
What is YOUR learning modality?
Visual
Auditory
Kinaesthetic
Explain your response to a partner

Visual Grammar
Traditional grammar
resources

Visual Grammar

Item

Each grammar point
stands alone

– 1.
– 2.
– 3.

Part two
New digital era
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Task

Paradigm shift

Which of the following do you have?
A Smartphone
A tablet
An e-book reader
A Facebook account
A Twitter account

Digital literacies

Printing
press

Diffusion of technologies

Course books in the 21st Century

• Vodcasts
• Blogs
• Apps
• Courseware
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Guess the city

“Take a
photo and
write a
story”

Do you have a
favourite app?

app = application
A mobile application
(or mobile app) is a
software application
designed to run on
smart phones, tablet
computers and other
mobile devices

Shazam

SOURCE: wikipedia

Solar walk

Scales / dimensions

M-learning
In-class

Class-set

“learning that happens when the learner takes
advantage of the learning opportunities offered
by mobile technologies”.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_learning

Rich content

Push

Resource tool

On the move

Own devices

Discrete content

Pull

One-off
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Operating systems
Android

Apple IOS

Classroom vs ‘On the move’

Windows Phone

Nicky Hockly

Authentic vs ELT

Free vs cost
Cost:
£13.99
Basic version vs
Premium content

Native – web-based

Evaluating apps
• “They are simply teaching materials”
• What is the pedagogical
justification? / the learning aim?
• Think about your teaching context
and how to exploit it
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The big Picture app

Visual Grammar app

Course books in the 21st Century

• Vodcasts
• Blogs
• Apps
• Courseware

Part three

VLEs

Task

Virtual Learning Environments

• F2f

• Blended
• Distance (online)
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Focus on appropriacy

School to university
Synchronous

Same time
same
place

Same time
different
place

Different
time
different
place

Same
place
different
time

Asynchronous

Virtual Learning Environments
Upside

Downside

• information on demand
• appropriacy e.g. critical
thinking

• empty at first
• ‘blended
courses’ pleasing
no-one

Three components in Learning
Platform

Assets re-sequenced

1 PORTAL

Portal

VLE

Test Studio
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Portal - Teacher’s Area

Teacher’s area

Portal - Teacher’s Resources

Portal - Student’s Area

Download wordlists,
transcripts,
teaching tips,
culture notes
CEF mapping documents.
Link to the Richmond Vodcasts
or The Picture Blog
Launch the VLE or Test Studio

Portal - Student’s Resources

Student’s area
Keep up with Breaking News
Launch the VLE.
Watch the Richmond Vodcasts,
read The Big Picture Blog.
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2 VLE

3 TEST STUDIO

VLE includes
1) Forum for st-st & T-st interaction / class
debate
2) Library for uploading docs and images
All tasks are trackable so teachers can measure
students’ progress

Ten tips for using a VLE
Course type:
f2f / Blended / Distance
Familiarisation
Appropriacy
Integration
Student introduction

Ten tips for using a VLE
•
•
•
•
•

Tracking
Differentiation
Socialise!
Use the VLE in-class
Attitude!
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